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The Malaysians refer to the time in question in this inquiry as "The 2nd Emergency". 

I was deployed with Support Coy 3RAR (organised as a Rifle Company) over Christmas 85/86. 

I was employed as Section Signaller (since I was a command post signaller [radio operator] in 
my normal duties), I carried the 7.62mm L1A1 SLR. 

We ran a 24/7 QRF (Quick Reaction Force), and the armoury was continuously manned to 
facilitate the issue of weapons to follow on forces if required. 

I turned 21 in Malaysia and whilst on QRF carried live rounds and had RoE (Rules of 
Engagement) that ended with the phrase "and then you shoot him". 

Consider under what circumstances you put 20 year olds in a foreign country, with live 
ammunition and a literal conditional licence (our RoE) to kill citizens of that country.   That is not 
training.  

No Govt would do this, let alone do it for almost two decades, with the potential for a major 
international incident, just for training - in addition what Govt would be so foolish as to send 
troops to train in a conflict zone? 

During my deployment we did no joint training with the Malaysian Army. 

I did a lot of guard duty in Australia, including guarding Victoria Barracks in Sydney and NEVER 
received live rounds, let alone RoE that authorised me to kill. 

Whilst I was on QRF, my section had a "no duff" reaction (the code word for ‘it is a real reaction’ - 
not necessarily hostile, but that there was an intruder sighted) – we treated it as a likely CT 
(communist terrorist) and had had our weapons at the “action” condition, ie a live round in the 
chamber, the safety on, when we sighted the intruder as we were moving forward tactically (we 
called it “pepper potting” - moving in such a way as to make it difficult for a CT protection party to 
get a good sight picture on us as we advanced), my thumb was resting on the safety of my rifle 
ready to switch it to “fire” and return fire if we were attacked. 

I was also considering the “Contact, Wait Out” message I would need to radio if we were 
attacked. 

Would you send 10 x men in their 20s (who were well aware that there was an ongoing terrorist 
insurgency) with live rounds and RoE that lets them kill a person, to check out an intruder in a 
foreign country as a training opportunity? 

Our RoE if we sighted an intruder on a QRF reaction was – 

 

“Berhenti Atau Saya Tembak”  (x3) 
 
“Halt or I Shoot” (x3) 
 
Warning shot 
 
Then you shoot him. 

 

There were bilingual warning signs on the fence around the base that included a drawing of 
someone being shot. 

 




